happy inhabitants, cheerful guests ...

a high living standard ...

preserved and enriched cultural values ...

well balanced living between modern and traditional ...

esthetical city architecture ...

organic, healthy, local foods ...

clean air, water, soil, energy ...
Citta/slow is an Italian / English word and means “Slow City”.

Cittaslow, is the name of an International Membership Organization of Slow Cities.

Only small cities, which have less than 50,000 inhabitants are accredited by Cittaslow.

Cittaslow is a life style which preserves the environment, culture, history, architecture and regional tastes where life quality has big importance.

WHY Cittaslow?

The inhabitants of Akyaka embrace the vision of a city culture with a conscience focused on alternative tourism, a strong infrastructure of services, the preservation of architecture and an environment friendly orientation.

This vision makes Akyaka a Cittaslow candidate...